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AgencyConnect® Integration Kit
Realize Agency Interface Nirvana

At Agencyport, we see the insurance industry as a systems integration paradise. 
While some might balk at the numerous chains of systems and interfaces involved 
throughout the enterprise, we eat it up. From agency systems to core rating and 
policy administration systems to a wide array of third-party data/service providers, 
P&C insurance has myriad opportunities to integrate and leverage data.

Powered by our routing and orchestration engine, Connect5, our AgencyConnect 
Integration Kit is a carrier's gateway to agency interface.

Deep agency interface know-how + leading integration 
technology + experience = AgencyConnect
Millions of transactions and over 45 agent interface implementations can’t help 
but teach you a few things. Agencyport Software® is the leader in the world of 
Interface—integrating more carriers with more agency systems than anyone else. 
From inquiry to endorsement to bridging to real-time rating, we’ve done it all.

• A single entry point to any agency interface transaction including upload, 
bridging, and real-time rating

• Seemless plug in to leading export services including TransactNOW, 
Transformation Station, PL Rater and others

• Mappings and transformations from various data formats to a single, 
accurate and consistent input/output ACORD XML data stream

• Advanced data handling capabilities including normalization, validation and 
real-time corrections

• A robust tool set to handle all integration, mapping and orchestration 
configuration

• Data routing based on content and definition

• Streamlined, easy-to-use user interface to handle gap analysis when 
downstream systems can’t

The Complete 
Interface Solution for:

• Agency Management 
Systems

• Comparative Rating 
Systems


